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The Essence of the Paper
• That institutions, or “the rules of the game” are
critical in understanding property markets,
• That institutions can either be market enhancing or
inhibiting,
• Players in the property market are sensitive to the
institutional environment – the players optimize,
• The weakness of institutions can be the cause and
the reasons why conflict perpetuates,
• The type, timing and sequencing of policy options is
of critical importance,

An Institutional Perspective
• Institutions reflect “ The rules of the game” (Douglas North,1990),
and connect into economics through transaction and information
costs”,
• Institutions exist to reduce the costs of transactions – often by
reducing uncertainties,
• Players optimize within the context of existing institutions,
• A “bounded efficiency exists” that is constrained by the institutional
framework, differentiate from Neo‐classical Economics,
• Certain institutions serve political goals ( e.g. informality), and are
not optimized,
• If the costs associated with certain institutions are too high, other
arrangements (informal), come into play,
• Institutions (esp. informal)created are difficult to reverse, and
often interventions result in new grievances .

The Social Political Impact of Conflict
• The causes of conflict affect Institutions;
– Greed (more to do with economic than ideological
issues)
– Grievance
• It often has to do with the allocation of land,
• Conflict is invariably about institutions; and often results
in institutional changes,
• Institutions can either be market enhancing or market
inhibiting – they create certainty / uncertainty .

The Institutional Environment in Different Markets
Development
• Institutional impediments
• Building-construction cost
• Operating cost
• Time frames (land-to-stand-to-house)
• Services (infrastructure)

User
• Accessibility, land allocation
• Betterment
• Social mobility
• Nominal demand, symbolic value, social meaning
• Effective demand, household income
• Information (to user, to investor to market)
• Gender equality
• Tracking property prices
• Rentals
• Market value
• Ratio of home ownership

Finance (ECONOMICS)

Land (legal)

• Affordability
• Transaction cost
• Transactibility/ legality
• Local revenue
• Monetary Policy

• Availability of land
• Urban tenure arrangements
• Registration and recording
• Developability/ land conversion
• Land invasion
• Spatial identification of land parcels
• Location

Maintaining Market Institutions is Critical
History of weak institutions
‐ Formal e.g. laws, constitutions
‐Informal e.g. shared values, ethics
Chronic uncertainty
Short-term returns emphasised,
Opportunistic behaviour
Under-investment & unbalanced
investment

By communities
‐ low investment in human,
physical & natural capital
‐ fractured social capital
‐ focus on subsistence to avoid
expropriation

By the private sector
‐ focus on commerce
‐ under-investment in
production
‐ shallow business networks

Low & unbalanced growth
Conflict
Institutional destruction
Source: Addison (2001)/ Viruly

By the state
‐ weak state capacity
‐ predation/corruption
‐ insufficient/unbalances
- In social & economic
investment

Institutional Explanation of
Property Development
The Broad Institutional Environment
- political institutions

‐social institutions

‐ legal institutions

The Property Market as Institution
‐market (and non‐market aspects)

‐ decentralised and informal

‐legal and conventional aspects of
property rights

‐ legal and conventional
aspects of land use and
development

Property Market Organizations'
‐users

‐ investors ( Owners)

‐specialist developers constructors

‐ property service providers

‐financial services providers

‐ professional bodies

‐ governmental and non‐governmental agencies
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Post‐conflict Land Policies in Africa
•
•

The post conflict era saw the implementation of land restitution, land
redistribution and land reform policies and related promises.
Political environment in Zimbabwe ;
•
•
•

•
•
•

What do you do when the local currency stops functioning ( Financial Sector) ;
The informal market became dollar based – formal markets became unjustified
The focus moved towards land investment rather than cash flows:

Mozambique nationalized land soon after independence – destroying land tenure
for small farmers. The Issue was only rectified in the 1990’s.
In Zimbabwe , Lancaster negotiations focused on the land issue. Transfer of land
went initially well – but stalled – leading to land grabbing.
Kenya has seen land distribution on a political basis, land grabbing remains
critical.

The Problem of Making “ The Great Narrative
Promises” that are not institutionally bound
• In South Africa the pace has been slow and too costly –
based on the concept of willing buyer and seller .
• In Mozambique state farms were largely financially
broke by the middle 1980’s. The beneficiaries of
privatization became the next problem, as well as the
re‐instatement of traditional land ownership
arrangements.
• In 1995 – The national Land policy was introduced ‐
supporting traditional leaders.
• In Zimbabwe delivery stalled as government could not
afford the policy, and land became a political
instrument.

The Policy Consideration…
• In devising policies it is important
to consider;
– Type ( what we do.)
– Timing ( when we do it.)
– Sequencing ( 4 – Quadrant Model)

• Interventions need to occur at the
macro/meso and micro levels.
• The Focus is on the rebuilding /
Changing the form of formal and
informal institutions.

Delivering on a Failed Policy …
• In Zimbabwe it finally took the form of land grabbing, as the
initial promises were difficult to deliver on;
• In South Africa difficulties have arisen with the pace at which
land restitution/ redistribution and reform is taking place, and
there is a movement away from market principles – “ The
proactive land Strategy”; the policy has also been politicized,
• In Mozambique, tenure arrangements affecting poorer
families became an issue and became central to the
discussion in the 1990’s;

Identifying the Institutional Environment in
Different Markets
Development
• Institutional impediments
• Building-construction cost
• Operating cost
• Time frames (land-to-stand-to-house)
• Services (infrastructure)

Finance
• Affordability
• Transaction cost
• Transactibility/ legality
• Local revenue

User
• Accessibility, land allocation
• Betterment
• Social mobility
• Nominal demand, symbolic value, social meaning
• Effective demand, household income
• Information (to user, to investor to market)
• Gender equality
• Tracking property prices
• Rentals
• Market value
• Ratio of home ownership

Land
• Availability of land
• Urban tenure arrangements
• Registration and recording
• Developability/ land conversion
• Land invasion
• Spatial identification of land parcels
• Location

Conclusions and Implications
• Challenges in re‐building property markets;
– Stabilizing the property market is an important component
of taking communities out of a conflict cycle.
– Being careful what is being promised and going beyond
the “big narrative” of vague restorative land justice
objectives.
– Do what can be achieved with financial and
administrative limitations;
– Focus on the hierarchy of institutions;
– Get the type of policies, sequencing and timing right –
secure property rights early;
– Uncertain institutions creates risks;

Conclusions and Implications
“ It becomes necessary to ask why institutional form is
the way it is , whether it can be changed and whose
interests it serves.”
( Keogh/Darcy ‐1999)

